The Reasons I Majored In Business
"Life is an exciting business, and most exciting when it is lived for others." - Helen Keller Why I
majored in Business? Reason one is to move above and beyond at my current job. Second is to
unlock the entrepreneur inside and leave my mark on the world. Third is to polish my academic
skills which it can help to provide me opportunity to develop skills in the area of business that
can be applied in many different situations.
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The first reason I majored in business is so I can move above and beyond in at work in my
current agency. My current position in my agency is Contact Representative for the Defense
Finance and Accounting Service. My current position is not a career just a stepping stone. I
want to explore something new like accounting, financial management or human resources they
are careers in my agency. But, working for DFAS is great it has offered me an opportunity to
work in an innovative, self-focus organization. Which is for the purpose of serving my Nation
and those who defend it.
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Secondly, I want to unlock the entrepreneur inside and leave a mark on the world. To an ever
increasing extent, understudies go to Business College to figure out how to dispatch their
fantasy business. Working for myself has numerous advantages, yet turning into a fruitful
business visionary requests inventiveness, advancement, and a solid execution technique.
Heading off to the correct business college will build up my innovative aptitudes and empower
me to test dispatch my thoughts. Who knows I may even meet my future business in class or
campus or online.
Lastly, is to polish my academic skills which it can help to provide me opportunity to develop
skills in the area of business that can be applied in many different situations. My inspiration
springs from various sources, as does my general demeanor to my examinations. By and by,
paying little mind to where I am originating from, I have to think about numerous things in my
investigations. Study achievement requires clear targets, inspiration, arranging, self-control,
fearlessness, great investigation propensities and an uplifting state of mind. As an understudy, I
am given an incredible chance to create my investigation aptitudes, as well as numerous
different abilities helpful throughout everyday life. These abilities will assist me with succeeding
in testing assignments after graduation.
In conclusion to why I chose Business major is to move well beyond at my present place of
employment. Second is to open the business visionary inside and leave my blemish on the
world. Third is to clean my scholarly aptitudes which it can give me chance to create abilities in
the territory of business that can be connected in a wide range of circumstances.
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